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Abstract 
Harju, T. and H.C.M. Kleijn, Decidability problems for unary output sequential transducers, 
Discrete Applied Mathematics 32 (1991) 131-140. 
Ibarra has proved that the equivalence problem for unary output sequential transducers 
(nondeterministic and with accepting states) is undecidable. Here we apply this result to prove 
that one cannot decide whether a sequential transducer realizes a composition of morphisms and 
inverse morphisms. Next we translate Ibarra’s result to generalized finite automata and among 
other things we prove that it is undecidable whether two generalized finite automata are 
equivalent when also the lengths of the computations are taken into consideration. Finally we 
show that in contrast to Ibarra’s result the multiplicity equivalence problem for unary output se- 
quential transducers is decidable. 
1. Preliminaries 
This paper consists of three parts each of which was inspired by the following 
result of Ibarra [3] on unary output (finite) transducers. 
Theorem 1.1. It is undecidable whether or not a given transducer ealizes tA. 
Here A is an alphabet with card(A)?2 and the transduction tA : A*+ d* is 
defined by 
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where IuI denotes the length of the word u. Clearly, there exists a transducer that 
realizes rA, that is, rA is a rational transduction. 
Actually, Ibarra’s theorem is stronger than the version we have just stated. He 
proves that the above equivalence problem remains undecidable even if it is 
restricted to transducers that read one letter during a computation step (are sequen- 
tial) and that are not allowed to write the empty word (are l-free). In this case 
the transitions of the given transducer Y= (Q,A, (d},6,qo, Qf) are of the form 
(q, a, dip) or, equivalently, (dip) E 6(q, a) for states q,pE Q, a EA and i>O. Note 
that in this paper sequential transducers are nondeterministic and have accepting 
states. 
In Section 2 we will show that this elegant undecidability result partly stems from 
the fact that one cannot decide whether a rational transduction is a composition of 
morphisms and inverse morphisms (a morphic composition). 
All morphic compositions are rational transductions ince morphisms and inverse 
morphisms are rational transductions and the rational transductions are closed 
under the operation of composing. 
As an example, Ibarra’s transduction rA is a morphic composition, rA = c~~‘cri, 
where the morphisms CX~: B*+A* and cr, : B* -+ d* are defined from the alphabet 
B={u(‘):~EA, i-1,2,3} by 
aGo = a, 
a(i)al = d; 
for all a~,-4 and i= 1,2,3. 
A marker y : A * + (A U {c}) * is a function which puts a special symbol c at the 
end of each word: uy = UC. Usually the marking symbol c does not belong to the 
original alphabet A. A marker is an example of a rational transduction which can- 
not be a composition. It was shown by Karhumaki and Linna [4] and by Turakainen 
[S] that every transduction can be obtained by using first a marker and then a mor- 
phic composition. 
Theorem 1.2. Every rational transduction T can effectively be represented as 
t=Yrl, where y is a marker and tl is a morphic composition. 
We shall show in Section 2 that one cannot decide whether the marker can be 
somehow removed from the representation of the given rational transduction, 
because it is undecidable whether a rational transduction is a composition. For the 
proof of this the following result of Latteux and Turakainen [6] comes into use. 
Theorem 1.3. Every morphic composition T has effectively a representation 
-1 5=aoa1 a2a3 -I, where each ai is a morphism. 
We should also mention that Latteux and Leguy (51 and Turakainen [9] proved 
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that every morphic composition can be represented as a composition of only four 
morphisms and inverse morphisms in the following way r=(~~‘a,cr,‘a,, where 
each oi is a morphism. 
In Section 3 we relate Ibarra’s transduction to the lengths of the accepting com- 
putations of generalized finite automata. In this way we show that one cannot 
decide whether two given generalized finite automata have for every word exactly 
the same lengths for the accepting computations for that word. 
Finally, in the last section we use Eilenberg’s decidability result for the 
equivalence problem of K-automata in showing that the multiplicity problem for 
unary output sequential transducers is decidable. This should be contrasted to 
Ibarra’s result which says that the equivalence problem for these sequential 
transducers is undecidable. 
In the next sections dam(r) denotes the domain of the transduction r, dam(r) = 
{w: wr#O}, and ran(r) denotes the range of t, ran(r) = {u: u E wr for some w}. 
For unexplained notations and terminology we refer to [ 1,2]. 
2. Rational transductions versus compositions 
Using Ibarra’s result we show in this section that one cannot decide whether or 
not a given transduction is a morphic composition. In proving this we use the 
following decidability result which should be contrasted with Ibarra’s result. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be an alphabet with card(A)? 1. It is decidable whether or not 
a given morphic composition is equal to 7,. 
Proof. Let r be a morphic composition already given in the form ~=cY.~(x~~cx~(x~~, 
where each aj is a morphism. Since we are interested in determining whether or not 
r = rA we first check if dam(r) = dom(r,) = A*. This is clearly a decidable property 
and hence we may next assume that the above equality holds. Likewise we can first 
check and then assume that ran(r)= ran(rA) =d*. Now r= TA if and only if, for 
each XEA*, 
~a,a,‘a,n(da~)*={(d~1~)j: Ixjsj53. Ix]} 
that is, r = rA if and only if rA C r and L = 0, where L = L, U L2 with 
L, = {w: there exist XE A* and Orj< 1x1 such that 
wa2 = (dc+)j and xao = wa, } 
and 
L2 = {w: there exist XE A* and j> 3. 1x1 such that 
wcw,=(dcy3)j and xac,=wa,}. 
We can effectively determine if t satisfies the condition ar a {d, d’, d3} for all let- 
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ters a E A and thus if xrA c xr for all x E A *. Hence it remains to be shown that we 
can effectively decide on the emptiness of L. To this aim we construct counter 
automata which recognize L, and L, . Since the counter languages have a decidable 
emptiness problem the claim then follows. 
We use a model of the counter automaton where the stack stores an integer, k E Z, 
and the finite control can recognize if the integer in the storage is positive (p), zero 
(z) or negative (n). The stack operation is addition. This means that in a computa- 
tion step according to a transition (r, k) E 6 (q, a, t) the automaton being in state q, 
reading the symbol a from the input tape and realizing that the stack has configura- 
tion t E {p,z, n} moves to state r and adds the integer k E {. . . - 1, 0,l.. .} to the con- 
tents of the stack. This model of the counter automaton is in essence the same as 
the one-counter pushdown automaton in [ 11. 
The counter automaton @Z = (Q, C, 8, qo, (qf}) for L, is defined in the following 
way. Let B, C and D be the alphabets such that the diagram below holds 
"0 "1 ff2 
A*---+B*-C+-D*c "3 {d)*. 
The set of states is 
Q={(u,u)ED*xB*: lul<~da~I and 
101 <max(Iaa,):aEA)} U {qf}. 
Here q. = (1,1) is the initial state. 
For two states (u, u) E Q and (u’, o’) E Q, input letter a E C and stack configuration 
te {p,z,n> we have a transition ((u’, o’), k) EB((u, u), a, t) whenever uv (aa2) = 
(da3)j. u’, u. (aal) = (xa,) . u’ and 
k=j- 1x1 
for some word x and integer j. 
(I) 
The unique final state of ‘$3 is qf and the terminating transition is (qf,O) E 
J((1, I), 1, n). 
It is now straightforward to show that E? accepts the set L,. 
The counter automaton for L2 differs from Q only on the part (1) which is 
replaced by: 
k=j-3. 1x1 (2) 
and on the terminating transition which is now (qf, 0) E S((1, l), 1, p). 0 
In the final theorem of this section we use the notion of the compositional hull 
rc of a rational transduction T, that is, rc is the smallest morphic composition con- 
taining r. 
We also make use of the fact that the morphic compositions are exactly the ra- 
tional transductions which can be realized by simple transducers, that is, the 
transducers in which the initial state is the unique final state. This has been proved 
in [9]. 
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Theorem 2.2. A rational transduction is a composition if and only if there is a sim- 
ple transducer ealizing it. 
Lemma 2.3. Given a rational transduction T its compositional hull T” exists and 
can be effectively constructed. 
Proof. Let t:A*+B* be a given rational transduction and let g= 
(Q,A, B,&q,, Qf) be a transducer realizing t. We define a new transducer F= 
(QU {P~},A,B,~‘,PO, {PO>>, where PoGQ, and 6’ is given by 
~c(q,x)=~(q,x)U {(wpo): (~,~d~~(~,x) for SOme a eQf} 
for all qE Q and XEA*, and 
Thus in F the transitions of Bstay intact but in the new transducer we create 
a new initial state p. which at the same time is the unique final state. This po acts 
like the old initial state q. and p. also accepts as the old final states q E Qf. 
Let rc be the transduction realized by J . cc Since ,6Fc is a simple transducer sC is 
a composition. It should be clear that 5~ 5’. By the construction, moreover, 
w E UT' if and only if for some words ul, . . . , u, 
WEU,T’ ..:U,T, 
u=u,‘...‘u,. 
If rr is any composition which contains r then for all words u,, . . . , u, we have that 
and, indeed, T' is the smallest composition containing T. 0 
Theorem 2.4. It is undecidable whether or not a given rational transduction is a 
morphic composition. 
Proof. Let T be a given rational transduction. Now T is a morphic composition just 
in case t= T'. By Lemma 2.1 we can decide whether or not sc = TV, since sc is a 
composition. Hence by Ibarra’s theorem the claim of the present theorem is 
proved. 0 
Note that the above undecidability result also holds for transductions realized by 
sequential l-free transducers. This is a direct consequence of the remark following 
Theorem 1.1. 
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3. Generalized finite automata 
Using Ibarra’s result once again we obtain some rather simple undecidability 
results for generalized finite automata. A generalized finite automaton 
&= (Q,_4,6, qo, Qf) reads words while performing a computation step, that is, the 
transition relation 6 is a finite subset of Q x A * x Q. 
Let d be a generalized finite automaton and denote 
d(w) = {k: w has an accepting computation of length k in &}. 
Thus k is in d(w) just in case w can be factored into k subwords wo, . . . , wk_, EA* 
such that 
(pi, w;,P~+,)ES for i=O, 1, . . . . k-l, 
where q. =po and pk E Qr. 
Lemma 3.1. Let r be a transduction realized by a unary output transducer B which 
is sequential and l-free. There effectively exists a generalized finite automaton dT 
such that for all kE N, dk E wz if and only if k E&~(W). 
Proof. Let g= (Q,A, {d},6, qo, Qf) be a sequential transducer with a transition 
relation 6 c Q x A x d+ x Q. 
We construct the generalized finite automaton &T from $ by dissecting each 
transition (q, a, dj,p) into a sequence of new transitions 
where q1 = q, qj+l =p and qi$ Q for 1 <is j. The initial and final states of d7 are 
the same as those of K Clearly, .&7 is as required in the claim. 0 
The previous lemma and the remark following Ibarra’s result together imply the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. It is undecidable whether or not for two given generalized finite 
automata d and .93’, AZ(W) = B(w) for all words w. 
Hence it is undecidable whether two given (equivalent) generalized finite 
automata accept their language in the same manner. We shall show that it is also 
undecidable whether they have for each word in their language an equally long com- 
putation. After this we prove that one cannot decide whether there exists at least 
one word in their language for which they have the same computation lengths. 
In the constructions below we use some details of Ibarra’s proof [3, pp. 526-5281. 
There, with a Turing machine A4 a transducer .YM, defining a transduction rM, is 
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associated with the following properties: 
(i) .YM is sequential and l-free, 
(ii) .Y!& has a unary output alphabet, {d}, 
(iii) dom(r,) =A *, where A is the input alphabet of 9&,, 
(iv) for all WEA*, either 
wrM={dk: lwl<k~3- iwl} 
or 
wT,,,={dk: lwl1k53. lwl and kf2. Iwi}, 
(v) there exists a w E A * such that d 2’ k $ w.Y&,, if and only if A4 halts on an in- 
itially blank tape. 
Thus in the above rM= r, if and only if M does not halt on an initially blank 
tape. 
Theorem 3.3. It is undecidable whether or not for two given generalized finite 
automata ~2 and 53, A?(W) rl S(w) f 0 for all words w. 
Proof. Let .?IS be a generalized finite automaton which accepts A * in such a way that 
58(w)= (2. /WI} f or all words w and let AZ be the generalized finite automaton ob- 
tained from a given transducer 3 as in Lemma 3.1. Denote by t the transduction 
realized by .K Then for all words w, there exists an integer k with k E&(W) flS3(w) 
if and only if d2’lWi E wt. Hence the condition d(w) fl .!Z!(w) # 0 for all w EA* is 
equivalent to the condition r = rA which we already know to be undecidable. 0 
By much of the same argumentation we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.4. It is undecidable whether or not for two given generalized finite 
automata & and 93, there exists a word w such that d(w) = B(w). 
Proof. Consider a generalized finite automaton 99 which accepts A * in such a way 
thatkE~(w)ifandonlyif/w/rk~3.IwJandk#2.lwwJ.Let~andrbeasinthe 
previous proof. We can now show that the condition d(w) = S’(w) for some word 
w is equivalent o the condition d2’ k E wz for some w. The last condition is again 
undecidable. 0 
For completeness we state also the following decidable property. 
Theorem 3.5. It is decidable whether or not for two given generalized finite 
automata & and .%, there exists a word w such that AZ(W) rl B(w) #0. 
Proof. We can construct a counter automaton which accepts precisely the words w 
with an equally long computation in d and 95’. The lengths of the computations are 
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compared using the counter while the automaton simultaneously simulates a com- 
putation of&on w and a computation of 93 on w. In this way our claim is reduced 
to the emptiness problem for counter automata and thus the proof is complete. 0 
In addition to the problems above there is the question whether two (equivalent) 
generalized finite automata accept their language with the same efficiency. This 
problem is closely related to the equivalence problem of finite automata with 
multiplicities from the tropical semiring, see [7]. We shall just state a restricted 
problem in our terms. 
Problem. Is it decidable whether or not for two given generalized finite automata 
d and 33, mind(w) = min B(w) for all words w? 
4. Multiplicities for wary output transducers 
In contrast to Ibarra’s theorem we shall now show that the multiplicity problem 
for sequential transducers with unary output is decidable: given two sequential 
transducers .$ and & realizing, respectively, the transductions rl, f2 : A* --t d*, we 
can decide whether for all u E A * and all u E d* there are equally many paths in $I 
and g2 with input u and output U. 
The proof of this result makes use of a restricted version of a result of Eilenberg, 
[2]. LetK=(K, a, + ) be a semiring. A finite K-automaton is a finite state automaton 
in which to each of its transitions t an element [t] from K is associated. To each se- 
quence s= t, . t2. . . . . t, of transitions corresponds an element 
[s] = [tl] . [t2] . . . . . [t,] E K. 
Further, each word u from the input alphabet of the finite automaton has a 
multiplicity: 
UP = C {[s]: s is an accepting computation of u}. 
Two K-automata u$, and dZ are equivalent in case they accept the same language 
and, moreover, up1 = up2 for all u CA*, where ,B; :A* -+ K is the multiplicity func- 
tion corresponding to di for i = 1,2. 
Eilenberg’s result can now be stated as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. Let K be a semiring that can be embedded into a field. It is decidable 
whether or not two given K-automata &, and .A2 are equivalent. 
In the following we let FB be the finitely generated free commutative monoid 
over the alphabet B. For a word u E B* we denote by (u) the congruence class of 
B* induced by v, that is, 
(~~>={w:w=o in FB}. 
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We say that two sequential transducers $r and $ with input alphabet A and out- 
put alphabet B are multiplicitly permutation equivalent if for each pair 
(u, u) E A * x FB there are equally many computations in g1 and in g2 with input u 
and output from the set (v). 
Theorem 4.2. It is decidable whether or not two given sequential transducers g, 
and gz are multiplicitly permutation equivalent. 
Proof. Let the common output alphabet of the transducers Y, and g2 be 
B=(b,,b2,..., b,} . We choose the semiring K = Z[X,, X,, . . . ,X,] with commuting 
indeterminants to work with. K is a subsemiring of the field of all rational functions 
over the field Q with indeterminants X,, X2, . . . ,X,. 
To each word UEB* we associate the rational function 
v7c=X~‘.X,m2. . ..*X.“” 
where the power mj equals the number of occurrences of the letter bi in u. Clearly, 
(u>={w:u7r=w7r). 
In the following transformations we assume that whenever the sequential 
transducer 6 has transitions (q, a, v,p) and (q, a, w,p’) with u # w then pfp’. By 
assuming this restriction on the transitions we loose no generality since each 
transducer can be modified to satisfy the restriction. This modification can be 
achieved in a rather standard way by splitting the states p of the original transducer 
into states (p, o), where u is an output word in a transition. We omit the details as 
well as the straightforward proof of the fact that the multiplicities are preserved in 
this construction. 
We transform $r and & into finite K-automata dr and ,_!zZ2, respectively, by 
replacing each transition (q, u, u,p) by a transition (q, u,p) and adjoining to this new 
transition the multiplicity urc. 
By the construction the computations of q and &‘i are in one to one corre- 
spondence for i = 1,2. Moreover, for each computation of q with input u and out- 
put u the multiplicity of the corresponding accepting computation in &‘; of the 
word u equals DTI. In all, dj accepts the word u with multiplicity 
up;= c {k,,. vn: UEB*}, 
where k “, U E Z is the number of computations of @ for input u and output u. Thus 
$r and & are multiplicitly equivalent over FB if and only if d, and J92 are 
equivalent as K-automata. This proves the claim. 0 
As an immediate corollary to the above theorem we have 
Theorem 4.3. It is decidable whether or not two given two unary output sequential 
transducers g, and Tz are multiplicitly equivalent, that is, whetherfor each pair (u, v) 
there are equally many computations in Y, and in gz with input u and output v. 
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Note that the above theorem does not hold for transducers which have infinite 
paths with input 1 and output 1. This is because the multiplicity problem is in this 
case the same as the equivalence problem for unary output transducers which is 
known to be undecidable by Ibarra’s result. 
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